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¿emorphosyntactic status of Polish past tense agreement mark-
ers has been amatter of considerable debate in recent years (Spencer,
1991; Borsley and Rivero, 1994; Borsley, 1999; Bański, 2000; Kupść,
2000; Kupść and Tseng, 2005). Past tense agreement is expressed by
a set of bound forms that either attach to the past participle, or else
“�oat o�” to a host further to the le . Despite this relative freedom
of attachment, it is o en noted in the literature (e.g., Borsley, 1999;
Kupść and Tseng, 2005) that the combination of verbal host and
agreement marker forms a word-like unit.
In this paper I will argue that these agreement markers are best

analysed as a�xes uniformly introduced on the verb whose in-
�ectional features they realise. Building on the linearisation-based
theory of morphology-syntax interaction proposed in Crysmann
(2003), syntactic mobility of morphologically introduced material
will be captured by mapping phonological contributions to multiple
lexically introduced domain objects. It will be shown that this is
su�cient to capture the relevant data, and connect the placement
of �oating “a�xes” to the general treatment of Polish word order
(Kupść, 2000).

1 Data
Polish past tense agreement Past tense in Polish is marked using
a combination of a participial ending l/ł on the verb, in�ected for
number and gender, plus a person/number agreement marker that
realises subject-verb agreement in �rst and second person (-(e)m,-
(e)ś,-śmy,-ście).
What is special about the agreement marker is that it may either

attach directly right-adjacent to the verbal participle, or else �oat
o� to the le .

(1) (ty)
you

widział
see

-eś
-2sg

tę
this

kiążkę
book

‘you saw this book’

(2) Ty
you

-ś
-2sg

widział
see

tę
this

kiążkę
book

‘you saw this book’

¿e �oating past tense agreement markers may attach to a wide
range of preverbal hosts, including nouns, pronouns, adverbs, ad-
jectives, conjunctions (Spencer, 1991).

(3) Daleko
far

-m
-1sg

poszła.
went

‘I went a long way.’

(4) W
at

domu
home

-ście
-2pl

to
that

zrobili?
made

However, realisation in absolute clause-initial position is barred, a
property shared with syntactic clitics in Polish (e.g., pronominal cli-
tics, see Kupść, 2000), which is standardly interpreted as an instance
of Tobler-Mussa�a Law.

(5) * ś widział tę kiążkę

In postverbal position, past tense agreement markers display a
good deal of interaction with lexical phonological rules, namely,
assignment of primary lexical stress, word �nal vowel raising, and
yer vocalisation. However, in preverbal position, none of these in-
teractions can be observed (Bański, 2000).
Yer vocalisation is a systematic vowel/zero alternation in Polish,

argued by Booij and Rubach (1987) to be a cyclic lexical phonological
rule. Within the domain of the word, an underlying “yer” is realised
as [e], if followed by another yer, or else deleted. Booij and Rubach
(1987) relate the vowel/zero alternation observable with the past
tense agreement markers to this well-attested rule. Since the domain
of application is the word, it follows that vowel/zero alternation
at the juncture between the past tense agreement marker and the
verbal host suggests that these forms combine in the lexicon.

(6) robił — robiłe-m — robiła-m

Another morphophonological rule that points in the same direction
is raising of o to ó (=[u]) in word �nal syllables before voiced con-
sonants (Booij and Rubach, 1987). Since attachment of past tense
agreement apparently blocks the application of raising, Dogil (1987)
concludes that these markers must already be attached when this
lexical phonological rule applies.

(7) Ja-m mógł. — Ja mogłem.

Finally, lexical stress in Polish regularly falls on the penultimate
syllable of the prosodic word. If a singular past tense agreement
marker is attached to the participle, lexical stress assignment to the
penult takes the extra syllable resulting from yer vocalisation into
account (robił — robiłem ). For plural markers, there is some varia-
tion amongst speakers: stress placement is either on the antepenult



Singular Plural
masc fem neut masc fem/neut

1 widzia-łe-m widzia-ł-a-m — widzie-l-i-śmy widzia-ł-y-śmy
2 widzia-łe-ś widzia-ł-a-ś — widzie-l-i-ście widzia-ł-y-ście
3 widzia-ł widzia-ł-a widzia-ł-o widzie-l-i widzia-ł-y

Table 1: Past tense paradigm

or the penultimate syllable, including the agreement marker (robili
— robiliśmy — robiliśmy).

If we turn to preverbal realisation of said markers, we �nd that
none of the above morphophonological e�ects can occur at the junc-
ture between the �oating agreement marker and its phonological
host (Bański, 2000): neither yer vocalisation, nor stress shi can be
observed.

(8) Yer vocalisation1
palc-a ‘�nger.gen’ palc-a=m/ś
palec ‘�nger.acc’ *palece=m/ś

Likewise, raising applies, as if the agreement marker were not
there.

(9) Raising
krowy ‘cows.nom/acc’ *krow=ście ‘cows.gen=2pl’
krów ‘cows.gen’ ?krów=ście ‘cows.gen=2pl’

Failure to undergo an expected and otherwise fairly regular mor-
phophonological alternation constitutes evidence that, pre-verbally,
these markers do not morphophonologically integrate with their
host. ¿e only phonological restrictions (“phonological friendli-
ness”) that do seem to hold between the �oating agreement marker
and its preverbal host concern the host’s �nal segmental material,
in particular sonority of �nal segments and complexity of the coda.
In contrast to Kupść and Tseng (2005), who regard this as a mor-
phophonological idiosyncrasy, Bański (2000) argues that the phono-
logical selectivity can be explained in entirely prosodic terms, draw-
ing on the sonority hierarchy.

¿e conditional auxiliary by ¿e Polish conditional marker by
displays some striking parallelism to the past tense agreement
marker: �rst, just like the past tense, the conditional is expressed by
a combination of the participial form of a verb (in�ected for number
and gender) plus the auxiliary by, which is in�ected for person and
number.¿e form of the person/number markers is identical to past
tense markers.
Furthermore, the forms of the conditional marker by obey condi-

tions on placement similar to those regulating the distribution of
the past tense agreement marker: Postverbally, there is almost strict
adjacency to the verb, the only exception being intervention of the
particle -no (Kupść, see Borsley, 1999, fn. 12)

(10) Obejrzał
see

no
no

byś
cond.2sg

ten
this

�lm!
�lm

‘You would see this �lm!’

1¿e vowel/zero alternation betwen palec and and palca suggests that palec is
underlyingly yer-�nal. In contrast to verbal participles, attachment of the agreement
marker does not make the stem-�nal yer surface as [e].

(11) * Obejrzał
see

no
no

-ś
2sg

ten
this

�lm!
�lm

Preverbally, attachment is promiscuous, again with a ban on
clause-initial position.
With respect to morphophonology, however, the conditional

marker does not display any of the expected properties of a�xal
attachment: forms of by are entirely stress-neutral, regardless of
their host.

(12) robił — robił-by — *robił-by

(13) robili — robili-by — *robili-by

Likewise, application of raising is entirely una�ected by the at-
tachment of by.

(14) mógł — mógłby — *mogłby

¿us, I will follow Spencer (1991); Bański (2000) and Kupść and
Tseng (2005) in that morphophonological evidence points towards
their status as syntactic clitics.
¿is di�erence in status is further corroborated by coordination

data (cf. Kupść and Tseng, 2005; Bański, 2000): while wide scope
over a coordination of hosts is by-and-large impossible with past
tense agreement attached to a verbal host (participle or copula),
conditional markers easily take wide scope in this position.

(15) a. Poszedł
go.past

-em
-1sg

i
and

zobaczył
see.past.masc

*(-em)
-1sg

‘I went and saw.’

b. Byli
be.past

-ście
-2pl

i
and

jest
be.pres

*(-eście)
-2pl

‘you were and you are’

(16) Włączył
turn.on.part

-bym
-cond.1sg

sobie
self

radio
radio

i
and

posłuchał
listen.part

(-bym)
-cond.1sg

muzyki
music
‘I would turn on the radio and listen to the music.’

Preverbally, both markers may take wide scope (Kupść and Tseng,
2005).
Another di�erence between past tense agreement and conditional

markers concerns the degree of interaction with pronominal clitic
placement. As observed by Kupść (2000), Polish pronominal clitics
either all precede or immediately follow the verb. Forms of clitic -by
are always realised to the le of the pronominal clitics, regardless of
whether by itself is realised in pre- or in postverbal position (Witkoś,
1997; Borsley, 1999)



Singular Plural
masc fem neut masc fem/neut

1 widzia-ł-by-m widzia-ł-a-by-m — widzie-l-i-by-śmy widzia-ł-y-by-śmy
2 widzia-ł-by-ś widział-a-by-ś — widzie-l-i-by-ście widzia-ł-y-by-ście
3 widzia-ł-by widzia-ł-a-by widzia-ł-o-by widzie-l-i-by widzia-ł-y-by

Table 2: Conditional paradigm

(17) a. Ty
you

byś
cond.2sg

go
3sg

widział
seen

jutro.
tomorrow

‘you would see him tomorrow’

b. ?* Ty
you

go
3sg

byś
cond.2sg

widział
seen

jutro.
tomorrow

(18) a. Ty
you

widział
seen

byś
cond.2sg

go
3sg

jutro.
tomorrow

b. ?* Ty
you

go
3sg

widział
seen

byś
cond.2sg

jutro.
tomorrow

Preverbal forms of the past tense agreement marker pattern with -
by. Postverbal forms, however, show no interactionwith pronominal
clitic placement (Witkoś, 1997; Borsley, 1999)

(19) a. Ty
you

-ś
2sg

go
3sg

widział
seen

wczoraj.
yesterday

‘you saw him yesterday’

b. ?* Ty
you

go
3sg

-ś
2sg

widział
seen

wczorajjutro.
yesterday

(20) a. Ty
you

widziałe
seen

-ś
cond.2sg

go
3sg

wczoraj.
yesterday

b. Ty
you

go
3sg

widziałe
seen

-ś
2sg

wczoraj.
yesterday

It seems thus that the di�erence in lexical status suggested bymor-
phophonology between postverbal past tense agreement on the one
side, and the conditional marker and preverbal past tense agreement
on the other, is also re�ected in terms of syntactic visibility.

Summary To summarise the empirical observations made above,
I conclude that the status of Polish past tense agreement presents
us with an analytical paradox: while postverbal realisation of
this marker suggests a�xal status — as supported by their mor-
phophonological properties, the strict adjacency requirement, the
non-interaction with pronominal clitic placement, and the failure
to take wide scope over a coordination of hosts —, preverbal re-
alisation, however, suggests syntactic clitic status — as witnessed
by promiscuous attachment and the lack of morphophonological
integration with the host. Nevertheless, pre- and postverbal realisa-
tions need to be systematically related in order to account for the
identity of formatives and the unique marking of a verbal in�ec-
tional category. ¿e forms of the conditional marker by, however,
are probably best analysed as syntactic clitics, regardless of position,
since there is absolutely no evidence for morphophonological inte-
gration with their host, the adjacency requirement is not strict, they
can take wide scope over a coordination of hosts, and they interact
with pronominal clitic placement. Still, the in�ected forms of the

conditional marker should be related to the past tense agreement
markers.

Previous analyses Probably the �rst study of this set of phenom-
ena in the framework of HPSG is Borsley (1999). In this paper, he
focusses on the similarity in syntactic distribution between the past
tense agreement marker and the conditional marker and develops
an essentially parallel analysis of these markers in terms of weak
auxiliaries. In order to capture the di�erence in syntactic mobility
between preverbal and postverbal realisation, he suggests that in pre-
verbal position, these auxiliaries are syntactically independent signs,
which take a participial syntactic complement, whereas postverbally,
these auxiliaries are regarded as part of a morphologically derived
verb-auxiliary complex. Syntactic realisation in postverbal position
is ruled out by a suitable LP constraint. Unin�ected third person
forms receive special attention: since an empty auxiliary analysis will
give rise to spurious ambiguity, he suggest instead that third person
�nite past tense forms are derived from the non-�nite participle by
way of a unary conversion rule.

¿ere are, however, a few problems with this account in the light
of the data discussed above: �rst, as pointed out by Kupść and Tseng
(2005), a uniform treatment of past and conditional cannot do full
justice to the apparent di�erences in morphological status, as wit-
nessed by morphophonological behaviour and the coordination
facts. Second, deriving postverbal weak auxiliaries uniformly as a
syntactically opaque daughter of a lexical compound cannot model
the observable di�erence in interaction with pronominal clitic place-
ment, which suggest that postverbal conditional markers must be
syntactically visible, in contrast to postverbal past tense agreement.
¿ird, the morphological analysis put forth in Borsley (1999) is in-
herently asymmetrical, postulating a lexical incorporation analysis
for the conditional and non-third person past tense auxiliaries on
the one hand, and an analysis in terms of zero in�ection on the other.
Finally, it is far from obvious how the weak auxiliary analysis of the
past tense agreement markers can be generalised to derive other
in�ected forms that draw on the same set of markers, including the
conditional marker and the present (!) tense copula jest. Identity of
exponence across di�erent paradigms therefore favours an analysis
of the past tense agreement marker as an in�ectional a�x, realising
person and number speci�cations.

In a recent paper, Kupść and Tseng (2005) have argued for a
non-uniform account of conditional auxiliaries and past tense agree-
ment, according to which the former are considered to be syntactic
clitics, whereas the latter are analysed as morphologically derived
agreement a�xes. ¿e authors, however, do not assign a di�erence
in status to preverbal and postverbal occurences of the past tense
agreement marker, but assume instead that the past tense agree-



ment marker always attaches to its surface host as an in�ectional
a�x. In order to relate the non-local realisation of the agreement
marker to the verbal in�ectional features they are an exponent of,
they suggest a special feature percolation mechanism using marker
and trigger features. Essentially, the locally unin�ected participle
launches a trigger feature, in�ection of a host for person/number
agreement launches a marking feature, and a unary clause-level
schema discharges both features under uni�cation.
Although I concur with Kupść and Tseng (2005) in regarding

postverbal past tense agreementmarkers as su�xes directly attached
to their hosts, extending this perspective to their preverbal coun-
terparts raises several issues, which I will brie�y discuss: �rst, the
feature percolation mechanism invoked by the authors does not
connect past tense agreement to any well-understood subtheory of
local or non-local phenomena in Polish or across languages. Like-
wise, past tense agreement appears as an isolated agreement process
unrelated to other agreement processes in the language. Second, the
syntactic similarity between preverbal past tense agreement mark-
ers and conditional auxiliaries remains unaccounted for. ¿ird, and
most importantly, Kupść and Tseng (2005) do not provide evidence
that preverbal past tense agreement markers show a similar degree
of morphophonological integration with the host as their postverbal
counterparts: in contrast to postverbal agreement, none of the ex-
pected lexical phonological rules may apply at the juncture between
preverbal agreement markers and their hosts, like, e.g., stress shi 
or yer vocalisation. Conversely, the observable conditions on phono-
logical friendliness are probably best understood in prosodic terms
(Bański, 2000). Finally, promiscuous attachment (Criterion A) does
not seem to support an analysis in terms of direct morphological
attachment either.

2 A coanalysis approach
In the analysis which I am going to propose I will try to synthesise
the insights gained by Borsley (1999) and Kupść and Tseng (2005)
and assign the status of a syntactic clitic to the conditional marker
regardless of position, yet treat the past tense agreement marker as
a morphosyntactic hybrid: building on proposals by Kathol (1995)
and Crysmann (2003), I suggest that Polish past tense verbs can
contribute more than one domain object to linear domain structure.
As a result, morphological rules of exponence will uniformly intro-
duce exponents of agreement on the verbal host, yet the mapping of
lexically introduced phonology to domain objects will permit the
“a�x” phonology to �oat o�. ¿e analysis of preverbal markers as
syntactically visible �oating a�x phonology will prove to capture, in
a straightforward way the interaction with pronominal clitic place-
ment, predict the lack of phonological integration with prosodic
hosts, and account for uniqueness of exponence. Furthermore, this
analysis not only connects the placement of �oating past tense agree-
ment to the standard HPSG approach to Polish word order (Kupść,
2000), but it also relates the phenomenon at hand to the strikingly
similar case of �oating subject agreement in Udi (Crysmann, 2000).

Morphology As to their morphological status I follow Kupść and
Tseng (2005) and assume that the past tense markers -m,-ś,-śmy,-
ście are best regarded as exponents of person/number agreement

rather than tense auxiliaries. ¿is view is supported by a variety of
considerations: �rst, the forms used in the conditional are identical
to the ones used in the past, yet they do not select the participial
form of by. ¿e very same holds for the present tense copula jest.
Second, an analysis as tense auxiliaries would assign these forms the
status of sign, which would make the wrong prediction concerning
the interpretation of in�ected forms of the present tense copula jest,
which is clearly non-past. ¿ird, zero marking of third person also
favours an a�xal treatment over a compound analysis. I therefore
suggest to represent the person/number markers as an inventory of
pure forms (exponents — not morphemes).

(21)

pst-agr

PER NUM

pst-1st pst-2nd pst-sg pst-pl

�phbmg� �phbśg� �phbśmyg� �phbścieg�

¿e forms are then selected by realisational schemata: following
previous work on type-based realisational morphology (Koenig,
1999; Riehemann, 1998; Crysmann, 2003), I suggest to organise
the realisational schemata into a two-dimensional type hierarchy
for a�x and stem selection, where dimensions are conjunctively
connected.

(22)

<@@@@@>
md
<@@@@>
stem

hd verb

=AAAA?
i◯ list(pst-agr)

=AAAAA?
AFFIXATION STEM-SELECTION

<@@@@@>
md...

<@@@@>
stem

hd Svform l

=AAAA?
...i
=AAAAA?

<@@@@@@>
md...

<@@@@>
stem

phbjestg
=AAAA?
...i
=AAAAAA?

<@@@@@@>
md...

<@@@@>
stem

phbbyg
=AAAA?
...i
=AAAAAA?

What is crucial for our analysis is that the relative order of stem
and a�x not �xed on the supertype (◯).

(23)

<@@@@@>
md
<@@@@>
stem

hd verb

=AAAA?
i◯ list(pst-agr)

=AAAAA?

AFFIXATION STEM-SELECTION

<@@@@@@>
md
<@@@@@>
stem

subjc�per 3�h
=AAAAA?
i
=AAAAAA?

<@@@@@@>
md...

<@@@@@>
stem

subjc�per 1 - 2�h
=AAAAA?
...i◯c�pst-agr�h

=AAAAAA?

PER NUM

<@@@@@@>
md...

<@@@@@>
stem

subjc�per 1�h
=AAAAA?
...i◯c�pst-1st�h

=AAAAAA?
...

<@@@@@@>
md...

<@@@@@>
stem

subjc�num sg�h
=AAAAA?
...i◯c�pst-sg�h

=AAAAAA?
...

Under the natural assumption that the domain of application for
morphophonological rules is the morphological structure, presence
vs. absence of morphophonological e�ects can be simply related to
the con�guration found at this level: with su�xation, yer vocalisa-
tion and stress shi will be triggered. With pre�xation, the local
condition for rule application is simply not met. Likewise, raising
will be possible, if the stem is �nal, yet will be blocked by following
a�xal material.
¿epossibility for a�xes to be positionally non-�xed is quite com-

mon cross-linguistically: Morphologicallly conditioned positional



alternation has been attested for French and Italian pronominal
a�xes (Miller, 1992; Monachesi, 1999), whereas morphosyntacti-
cally conditioned placement alternation of a�xes has been observed
for German separable particle verbs (Kathol, 1995), European Por-
tuguese pronominal a�xes (Crysmann, 2003; Luís and Spencer,
2004), and Udi agreement (Harris, 2000; Crysmann, 2003).

Morphosyntactic mapping Having established how agreement
formatives are introduced intomorphological structure, we can now
proceed to the speci�cation of the morphology-syntax interface: as
already mentioned above, the key to our analysis of morphologically
introduced, yet �oating agreement markers is a natural extension
of Linearisation HPSG (Kathol, 1995; Reape, 1994), namely the pos-
sibility for lexical signs, just like phrasal signs, to introduce more
than a single domain object, an idea that has already been explored
in the analysis fo morphosyntactic paradoxa in German (Kathol,
1995), European Portuguese, Fox, and Udi (Crysmann, 2003, 2000).
In order to preserve lexical integrity, morphological entities are

not directly accessible to syntactic manipulation. Rather, it is only
the phonological contribution of morphological entities that gets
distributed over the lexically introduced domain objects. Interaction
between surface syntax and morphotactics is limited to ordering: as
guaranteed by the homomorphism constraints below, the sequence
of phon values on dommust correspond to the sequence of phon
values in morphological structure.

(24) a. const�

<@@@@@@>

dom c�ph i1 �, ...,�ph im �h
ph i1 ` . . . ` im

=AAAAAA?

b. word�

<@@@@@@>

m c�ph i1 �, ...,�ph im �h
ph i1 ` . . . ` im

=AAAAAA?

All we need to do now to account for the di�erence in syntactic
transparency between pre- and postverbal realisations of the agree-
ment marker is to assume that Polish past tense verbs align their
stem phonology with the right-most domain object.

(25)

<@@@@@@@@@@@@>

dom list `c�ph 1 ` list�h

m d
<@@@@@@>

stem
ph 1

hd verb

=AAAAAA?
i◯ list(pst-agr)

=AAAAAAAAAAAA?

As a result of the interaction between the morphologically vari-
able position of the agreement a�x and stem alignment, we will
obtain two di�erent surface-syntactic representations:

• a pre-stem position, which is syntactically transparent,

(26)
<@@@@>
domd�ph bśg�,�phbwidziałg�i

=AAAA?

• and a post-stem position, which is syntactically opaque.

(27)
<@@@@>
domd�phbwidziałeśg�i

=AAAA?

¿e syntactic inseparability of the conditional auxiliary and the
morphologically attached agreement markers can straightforwardly
be captured by restricting the length of the lexical dom list to 1,
enforcing realisation as an inseparable su�x.

(28)

<@@@@@@@@@@@@>

dom list `c�ph 1 ` list�h

m d
<@@@@@@>

stem
ph 1

hd verb

=AAAAAA?
i◯ list(pst-agr)

=AAAAAAAAAAAA?

,�domc� �h	

Clitic order ¿e �nal piece in our analysis of the data at hand
concerns the syntactic placement of clitics. I assume that clitic sta-
tus in Polish is probably best de�ned prosodically, e.g., in terms of
prosodic extrametricality, an assumption that will directly predict
the e�ects of Tobler-Mussa�a Law (cf. Bański, 2000). In the follow-
ing, I will use the types nonclitic and clitic as mere short-cuts to
refer to domain objects whose phon starts with a prosodic word
boundary, or not.
In order to model the restrictions on clitic placement observed

above (see Kupść, 2000 for a more in-depth study) a set of 3 LP
constraints appears su�cient to derive the basic pattern:

• Verbal clitics precede pronominal clitics

(29)  

<@@@@@>
dom d...

<@@@@>
clitic
hd noun

=AAAA?
...
<@@@@>
clitic
hd verb ...

=AAAA?
i
=AAAAA?

• Clitics either all precede or follow the verb

(30)  

<@@@@@>
dom d...�clitic�...

<@@@@>
nonclitic
hd verb

=AAAA?
...�clitic�...i

=AAAAA?

• Postverbal clitics must be verb-adjacent

(31)  

<@@@@@>
dom d...

<@@@@>
nonclitic
hd verb

=AAAA?
...�nonclitic�...�clitic�...i

=AAAAA?

Given the constraint on verb adjacency for post-verbal clitics,
clustering turns out to be a mere corollary.
¿us, the patterns of placement interaction between pronominal

clitics on the one side and the conditional and past tense agreemnet
markers on the other will be derived as follows:

• Preverbal agreement marker must precede all other clitics

(32)

<@@@@@@@@>

dom d
<@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph btyg

=AAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bśg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bgog
hd noun

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph bwidziałg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
i

=AAAAAAAA?

(33) *

<@@@@@@@@>

dom d
<@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph btyg

=AAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bgog
hd noun

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bśg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph bwidziałg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
i

=AAAAAAAA?



• Postverbal agreement marker may follow preverbal clitics

(34)

<@@@@@@@@>

dom d
<@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph btyg

=AAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bgog
hd noun

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph bwidziałeśg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
i

=AAAAAAAA?

• Conditional bymust always precede all other clitics

(35)

<@@@@@@@@>

dom d
<@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph btyg

=AAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bbyśg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bgog
hd noun

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph bwidziałg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
i

=AAAAAAAA?

(36) *

<@@@@@@@@>

dom d
<@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph btyg

=AAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bgog
hd noun

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bbyśg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph bwidziałg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
i

=AAAAAAAA?

(37) *

<@@@@@@@@>

dom d
<@@@@@>

nonclitic

phbtyg

=AAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bgog
hd noun

=AAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@>

nonclitic

ph bwidziałg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?
i

=AAAAAAAA?

,

<@@@@@@@>

clitic

ph bbyśg
hd verb

=AAAAAAA?

Conclusion
In the present paper, I have argued that the syntax and morphol-
ogy of “�oating” agreement markers in Polish can receive a uni-
�ed treatment under the assumption that they are uniformly intro-
duced as agreement a�xes on the verb. Morphological introduction
as exponents of person/number agreement naturally accounts for
the paradigm-like properties, including zero exponence and cross-
paradigm parallelism. An analysis as morphologically introduced
a�xes also relates syntactic opacity and morphophonological prop-
erties, and derives the lexical-phonological e�ects (and lack thereof)
by reference to the domain of application: morphological struc-
ture. ¿e adoption of a lexically-controlled coanalysis approach has
proven to reconcile the a�xal properties of postverbal markers with
the syntactic mobility of their preverbal counterparts, capturing
uniformity of markers and uniqueness of exponence. ¿e speci�c
nature of the morphology-syntax interface in terms of multiple
lexically-introduced domain objects aligns the treatment of �oat-
ing “a�xes” with the general approach to Polish word order (Kupść,
2000). Finally, the account presented here for Polish �oating a�xes
is highly reminiscent to the analysis of similar phenomena in Udi
(Crysmann, 2000, 2003).
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